
 

Physicists publish new findings on electron
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Electron (green) emitted from a tungsten atom in the second atomic layer of the
semiconductor tungsten diselenide (WSe2). The electron starts its trajectory with
an orbiting motion and only after some time the straight flight from the emitter
atom takes over. The electron orbiting or "dancing" depends on the initial state
and thus varies between tungsten and selenium atoms and different initial states.
Ultrashort pulses of light were employed to time the race between different
emission channels with 10-17 seconds precision. Credit: Bielefeld University
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Even more than 100 years after Einstein's explanation of photoemission
the process of electron emission from a solid material upon illumination
with light still poses challenging surprises. In the report now published in
the journal Science ultrashort pulses of light were employed to start a
race between electrons emitted from different initial states in a solid
material. Timing this race reveals an unexpected result: The fastest
electrons arrive in last place.

For the new publication physicists from Bielefeld University (Germany)
co-operated with colleagues at the Donostia International Physics Center
and the University of the Basque Country in San Sebastian (Spain).

The motion of an emitted electron is strongly affected by interactions
inside the atom from which the electron is emitted. Electrons
photoemitted from a surface remain trapped for a while, dynamically
confined by the centrifugal barrier around the atoms. The motion of
these electrons around the nuclei, before being eventually emitted, is
kind of a dance leading to an intuitive picture (see figure) that the
electrons that remain longer dancing around the atom lose the race and
are emitted last. In contrast, electrons going straight win the race. This
observation required a revision of common theoretical models describing
the photoemission from solids, i.e. this initial intra-atomic interaction
had to be taken into account and sets a new cornerstone for future
improved models of the photoemission process from solids.

Experimentally resolving the tiny delays in the photoemission process
required timing the emission event, i.e. the moment when the electron
leaves the material, with an unprecedented resolution of 10-17 seconds.
Usain Bolt would run in this time interval a distance corresponding to the
tenth of the radius of an atomic nucleus and even light propagates only 3
nm (3x109 m). This hardly conceivable resolution allows timing the race
of electrons in experiments that were performed at Bielefeld University
using advanced attosecond time-resolved laser spectroscopy. The choice
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of tungsten diselenide as material turned out to be essential: It provides
four photoelectron emission channels with different initial state
properties and the outstanding stability of the surface enabled long-term
data collecting improving the statistical significance.

For the explanation of the electron race outcome a close collaboration
with a team of theoretical physicists at the Donostia International
Physics Center and the University of the Basque Country in San
Sebastian proved essential. Quantitative modelling of the intra-atomic
processes and the electron propagation in the semiconductor crystal
demonstrated that the initial orbiting motion shall not be neglected if the
dynamics of the photoemission process from a solid is considered. Still
the achieved theoretical model represents just a first step in the
interpretation of the measured electron race since intra-atomic motion
and propagation in the crystal are treated separately. In the future these
processes shall be treated in a unified approach and the thus improved
theory of photoemission will open new possibilities to experimentally
test and improve our understanding of the very fundamental process of
photoemission.

The reported advances in understanding photoemission from solids
became feasible based on recently developed attosecond laser
techniques. Control of light with attosecond resolution opens fascinating
views on electron dynamics on the atomic scale. Whereas femtosecond
spectroscopy served to study and control atomic motion, attosecond
spectroscopy now directly addresses the fundamentals of the interaction
of light with matter. Besides an improved fundamental understanding
these techniques offer possibilities to control light driven electronic
processes. The applied spectroscopy relies on the acceleration and
deceleration of emitted electrons in an intense time-dependent electric
field. Based on an improved understanding of the photoemission process
itself this will serve in future experiments to resolve variations of light
fields with sub-atomic resolution, i.e. on a scale that was not accessible
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up to now.

  More information: "Angular momentum–induced delays in solid-state
photoemission enhanced by intra-atomic interactions" Science (2017). 
science.sciencemag.org/cgi/doi … 1126/science.aam9598
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